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Abstract
We describe the convex set of the eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices which are majorized
by a sum of m Hermitian matrices with prescribed eigenvalues. We extend our characterization
to selfadjoint nonnegative (definite) compact operators on a separable Hilbert space. We give
necessary and sufficient conditions on the eigenvalue sequence of a selfadjoint nonnegative
compact operator of trace class to be a sum of m selfadjoint nonnegative compact operators
of trace class with prescribed eigenvalue sequences. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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0. Introduction
The spectacular works of Klyachko [10] and Knutson–Tao [11] characterized
completely the convex set of the eigenvalues of a sum of two Hermitian matrices
with prescribed eigenvalues. The work of Klyachko uses classical Schubert cal-
culus, modern algebraic geometry: stable bundles over P2 and Donaldson theory
and representation theory. The work of Knutson and Tao combines combinatorial
and geometrical tools using the honey comb model of Berenstein–Zelevensky [2] to
prove the saturation conjecture. The results of Klyachko and Knutson–Tao verified
Horn’s conjecture from the 1960s [8].
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Our aim is to try to generalize the above results to selfadjoint compact operators in
a separable Hilbert space. It turns out that in order to do that we need to characterize
the set of the eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices, which are majorized by the sum of
m Hermitian matrices with prescribed eigenvalues. The above set is a polyhedron,
which is characterized by the inequalities specified by Klyachko and an additional
set of inequalities. This set of additional inequalites is induced by the extreme rays
of a certain natural polyhedron associated with the original set of the eigenvalues
of sum of two n  n Hermitian matrices with prescribed eigenvalues. At this stage
we do not know if this cone is related to the representation theory. For n D 2; 3 one
does not need this additional set of inequalities. Our results generalize naturally to
selfadjoint nonnegative compact operators in a separable Hilbert space. Our condi-
tions is a countable set of inequalities which is the union of the inequalities for the
n  n Hermitian matrices for n D 2; : : : Finally, we have a version of Klyachko’s
theorem for selfadjoint nonnegative compact operators in the trace class. It is an
open question if we need additional set of inequalities as described above. Our tools
are basic results in linear programming and theory of selfadjoint operators.
1. Statement of the results
Let
Rn> VD fxV x D .x1; : : : ; xn/ 2 Rn; x1 > x2 >    > xng:
Set hni VD f1; : : : ; ng and denote by jI j the cardinality of the set I  hni. Let
xTI U VD
X
i2I
xi; x 2 Rn; I  hni; jI j > 1:
Let Hn and Sn denote the set of n  n Hermitian and real symmetric matrices,
respectively. Assume that A 2Hn. Denote by .A/ VD .1.A/; : : : ; n.A// 2 Rn>
the eigenvalue vector corresponding to A. That is, each i.A/ is an eigenvalue of A,
and the multiplicity of an eigenvalue t of A is equal to the number of coordinates
of .A/ equal to t. We say that A is nonnegative definite and denote it by A > 0 iff
n.A/ > 0. For A;B 2Hn we say that A is majorized by B and denote it by A 6 B
iff B − A > 0.
In [10], Klyachko stated the necessary and sufficient conditions on the m C 1 sets
of vectors
j VD .j1; : : : ; jn/ 2 Rn>; j D 0; : : : ;m; (1)
such that there exist m C 1 Hermitian matrices A0; : : : ; Am 2Hn with the following
properties: The vector j is the eigenvalue vector of Aj for j D 0; : : : ;m and
A0 D
mX
jD1
Aj : (2)
Assume the nontrivial case m;n > 1. Clearly, one has the trace condition
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0ThniU D
mX
jD1
j ThniU: (3)
To state the main conditions of Klyachko we need to introduce the Schubert varieties.
Let
V1  V2      Vn D Cn;
dim Vi D i; i D 1; : : : ; n;
be the complete flag V on Cn. Fix an integer r 2 T1; n − 1U. Let
I D fi1; : : : ; irg  hni; 1 6 i1 < i2 <    < ir 6 n:
Denote
I 0 D fi 01; : : : ; i 0rg  hni; i 0j D n C 1 − irC1−j ; j D 1; : : : ; r:
Let X D Gr.r; Cn/ be the Grassmann variety of all r-dimensional subspaces L of
Cn. Let XI .V/ be the Schubert variety in X defined by
XI .V/ VD fL 2 XV dim.L \ Vij / > j for 1 6 j 6 rg:
An .m C 1/-tuple .I0; : : : ; Im/ of m C 1 subsets I0; : : : ; Im of hni, each of cardinali-
ty r with 1 6 r < n, is called admissible, if for any m C 1 complete flags V 0 ; : : : ; V m
the following conditions hold:
XI0
(
V 0
 \
0
@ m\
pD1
XI 0p
(
V
p

1
A =D ;:
Let N.n;m/ be the number of all admissible .m C 1/-tuples of subsets of hni of card-
inality r for r D 1; : : : ; n − 1. We list all such N.n;m/ admissible .m C 1/-tuples as
follows:
.I0;k; : : : ; Im;k/  P.hni/;
jI0;kj D jI1;kj D    jIm;kj 6 n − 1; (4)
k D 1; : : : ; N.n;m/:
Then the other conditions of Klyachko are
0TI0;kU 6
mX
jD1
j TIj;kU; k D 1; : : : ; N.n;m/: (5)
The special case m D 2 has a long history. Here the sets (4) were conjectured
recursively by Horn [8]. This conjecture was recently proved by Knutson and Tao
[11]. See [6] for a nice exposition of this subject. Fulton also notices that Klyachko
theorem extends to the case where A0; : : : ; Am 2 Sn. See also [3] for an earlier
survey on the Horn conjecture.
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To state our results it is convenient to introduce an equivalent statement of (5).
Fix a subset I  hni such that 0 < jI j < n. Let In;m.I/ be the set of all m-tuples
.I1; : : : ; Im/ such that .I; I1; : : : ; Im/ is admissible. Observe that the Wielandt in-
equalities [14] imply that In;m.I/ is a nonempty set (see Section 2). Let
aI VD min.I1;:::;Im/2In;m.I /
mX
jD1
j TIj U; I  hni; 0 < jI j < n;
ahni VD
mX
jD1
j ThniU:
(6)
Then (5) is equivalent to
0TI U 6 aI ; I  hni; 0 < jI j < n: (50)
First we extend Klyachko theorem in finite dimension as follows.
Theorem 1. For m;n > 1 the following conditions are equivalentV
.a/ There exist a positive integer M.n/ and nonnegative numbers
wli.n/; i D 1; : : : ; n;
ulI .n/; I  hni; jI j < n;
l D 1; : : : ;M.n/;
which depend only on n such that the following holdsV The vectors .1/ for j D
0; : : : ;m satisfy conditions .50/; condition
0ThniU 6 ahni; (30)
and conditions
nX
iD1
wli.n/
0
i 6 −ahni C
X
Ihni;0<jI j<n
ulI .n/aI ; l D 1; : : : ;M.n/: (300)
.b/ There exists a Hermitian matrix Aj with the eigenvalue vector j 2 Rn> for
j D 0; : : : ;m such that
A0 6
mX
jD1
Aj : (20)
Note that if B > A and trace B D trace A, then B D A. Hence Klyachko theorem
follows from Theorem 1. Furthermore; if 0 satisfies (3) and (5), then .300/ hold.
Inequalities .300/ are determined by the extreme rays of a certain natural cone in
Rp; p D 2n C 2n − 1, which is described in the next section. For n D 2 and any
m > 2 and for n D 3 and m D 2 conditions .300/ are not needed. It is an open problem
if .300/ are needed in other cases. In Section 3, we state a necessary and sufficient
condition when .300/ is implied by .30/ and .50/. Theorem 1 is closely related to the
completion problem described in the beginning of Section 4.
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The main purpose of this note is to extend Theorem 1 to the case where A0; : : : ; Am
are compact, selfadjoint nonnegative operators in a separable Hilbert space H. Let
A;B VH!H be linear, bounded, selfadjoint operators. We let A 6 B .A < B/
iff 0 6 B − A .0 < B − A/; i.e. B − A is nonnegative (respectively, positive). Let
A VH!H be a bounded, selfadjoint, nonnegative, compact operator on a separable
Hilbert space. ThenH has an orthonormal basis feig11 such that
Aei D iei; i > 0; i D 1; : : : ;
1 > 2 >    > n >    ; (7)
lim
n!1 i D 0:
We say that fig1iD1 is the eigenvalue sequence of A. (Note that a nonnegative A has
a finite dimensional range iff i D 0 for some i > 1.) A (as above) is said to be in the
trace class [9, X.1.3] if P1iD1 i < 1. Then trace A VD P1iD1 i .
Theorem 2. For m > 1 the following conditions are equivalentV
(a) For j D 0; : : : ;m; let fji g1iD1 be decreasing sequences of nonnegative numbers
converging to zero such that .50/; .30/ and .300/ hold for m C 1 vectors j VD
.
j
1; : : : ; 
j
n/; j D 0; : : : ;m for any n > 1.
(b) There exist linear; bounded; selfadjoint; nonnegative; compact operators Aj V
H!H with the eigenvalue sequence fji g1iD1 for j D 0; : : :m; such that .20/
holds.
Klyachko theorem can be extended to the infinite dimensional case as follows:
Theorem 3. For m > 1 the following conditions are equivalentV
(a) For j D 0; : : : ;m; let fji g1iD1 be decreasing sequences of nonnegative numbers
converging to zero such that .50/; .30/ and .300/ hold for m C 1 vectors j VD
.
j
1; : : : ; 
j
n/; j D 0; : : : ;m for any n > 1. Furthermore
1X
iD1
0i D
mX
jD1
1X
iD1

j
i < 1: (8)
(b) There exist linear; bounded; selfadjoint; nonnegative; compact operators in the
trace class Aj VH!Hwith the eigenvalue sequence fji g1iD1 for j D 0; : : : ;m;
such that .2/ holds.
Remark 1. All the matrices and operators in Theorems 1–3 can be presented as
finite or infinite real, symmetric matrices in corresponding orthonormal bases.
Suppose that inequalities .300/ are needed for some n. Then it is still possible that
conditions .300/ in part (a) of Theorems 2 and 3 can be omitted. It is easy to show
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that in part (a) of Theorems 2 and 3 it is enough to assume the validity of .50/; .30/
and .300/ for some infinite increasing sequence 1 < n1 < n2 <   
We describe briefly the organization of the paper. In Section 2 we prove Theorem
1. In Section 3 we show that in Theorem 1 one does not need inequalities .300/ for
n D 2; 3 and m D 2. In Section 4 we prove the implication (b) ) (a) in Theorem
2, and we deduce Theorem 3 from Theorem 2. The use of functional analysis in
Section 4 was kept to the minimum. Our main tool is the convoy principle, e.g.
[4] and the references therein. In Section 5 we prove the implication (a) ) (b) of
Theorem 2. This needs the spectral decomposition theorem for a linear, bounded,
selfadjoint operator and the notion of the weak convergence.
We remark that it is straightforward to rephrase our results to the nonpositive
analogs of Theorems 2 and 3. However, difficulties arise when one tries to generalize
Theorems 2 and 3 to indefinite, selfadjoint, compact operators. Similar problems
arise in the joint paper of Porta and the author [5].
2. Finite dimensional case
The following result is well known, e.g. [7, Section X.7], and it follows from the
Weyl’s inequalities
0iCj−1 6 1i C 2j for i C j − 1 6 n;
which are a special case of (5).
Lemma 1. The following are equivalentV
(a) The vectors 0; 1 2 Rn> satisfy 0 6 1.
(b) There exists a Hermitian matrix Aj 2Hn with the eigenvalue vector j for
j D 0; 1 such that A0 6 A1.
The following remark will be useful in the sequel.
Remark 2. Let 0 D .01; : : : ; 0n/ 2 Rn> be the eigenvalue vector of A0. Then
A0 D U diag.01; : : : ; 0n/ U for some unitary matrix U . Assume that 1 satisfy con-
dition (a) of Lemma 1. Then 1 is the eigenvalue vector of A1 VD U diag.11; : : : ; 1n/
U and A0 6 A1.
Let A;B 2Hn. Then Wielandt inequalities state [14]
.A C B/TI U 6 .A/TI U C .B/ThjI jiU
for any nonempty subset I of hni. In particular

0
@ mX
jD1
Aj
1
A TI U 6 .A1/TI U C
mX
jD2
.Aj /ThjI jiU:
Hence, each strict subset I of hni is equal to some I0;k given in (4) as we claimed.
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Let y D .y1; : : : ; yn/ 2 Rn satisfy the inequalities
−yi C yiC1 6 0; i D 1; : : : ; n − 1;
yTI U 6 aI ; ; =D I  hni: (9)
The above system of inequalities can be written as
UyT 6 bT;
where U is a .2n C n − 2/  n matrix with entries in the set f0; 1;−1g induced by
the above inequalities in the above order. More precisely, UT D .UT1 ; UT2 /; b D
.0; a/, where U1; U2 and b are .n − 1/  n, .2n − 1/  n and 1  .2n C n − 2/
matrices, respectively. Moreover,
a VD .aI /Ihni;0<jI j 2 R2n−1
is a row vector. Note that the first n − 1 inequalities (9) are equivalent to the con-
dition that y 2 Rn>. The next 2n − 2 conditions are the inequalities of type .50/.
The last inequality of (9) is of type .30/. Klyachko’s conditions for the vector x D
.x1; : : : ; xn/ D 0 are equivalent to
UxT 6 bT;
−xThniU 6 −ahni: (9
0)
Lemma 2. Let 1; : : : ; m 2 Rn> be given. Assume that b D .0; a/; where the co-
ordinates of the vector a 2 R2n−1 are given by .6/. Let y 2 Rn>. Then there exist
A0; A1; : : : ; Am 2Hn satisfying .20/; with the corresponding eigenvalue vectors
y; 1; : : : ; m; iff the following system in x is solvableV
UxT 6 bT;
−xThniU 6 −ahni; (10)
−xi 6 −yi; i D 1; : : : ; n:
Proof. Suppose first that .20/ holds. Let QA0 VD PmjD1 Aj and assume that x is the
eigenvalue vector of QA0. Then Klyachko’s theorem yields inequalities .90/. As A0 6QA0, Lemma 1 yields the inequalities x > y. Hence (10) holds.
Assume now that x satisfies (10). Then x satisfies .90/. Klyachko’s theorem yields
that there exist QA0; A1; : : : ; Am 2Hn with the respective eigenvalue vectors x; 1;
: : : ; m such that QA0 D PmjD1 Aj . Note that the last n conditions of (10) state that
x > y. A trivial variation of Remark 2 yields the existence of A0 6 QA0 so that y is
the eigenvalue vector of A0. 
System (10) can be written in a matrix form as
V xT 6 cT;
V T D .UT;−eT;−I/;
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c D .b;−ahni;−y/;
e D .1; : : : ; 1/ 2 Rn: (10
0)
A variant of Farkas lemma [13, 7.3] yields that the solvability of the above system
is equivalent to the implication
z > 0; zV D 0 ) zcT > 0: (11)
Here z D .t; u; v;w/ is a row vector partitioned as V :
t D .t1; : : : ; tn−1/; u D .uI /Ihni;0<jI j; v 2 R; w D .w1; : : : ; wn/:
Lemma 3. The existence of any solution z D .t; u; v;w/ to the system zV D 0 is
equivalent to the validity of the following identity in n variables x D .x1; : : : ; xn/V
X
Ihni;0<jI j
uI xTI U D
n−1X
iD1
ti .xi − xiC1/ C
nX
iD1
.wi C v/xi: (12)
The cone of nonnegative solutions z of zV D 0 is finitely generated by the extremal
vectors of the following three typesV
zl;1.n/ VD .t l;1.n/; ul;1.n/; 0; wl;1.n//; l D 1; : : : ;M1.n/;
zl;2.n/ VD .t l;2.n/; ul;2.n/; 1; 0/; l D 1; : : : ;M2.n/;
zl;3.n/ VD .t l.n/; ul.n/; 1; wl.n//; ulhni.n/ D 0;
wl.n/ =D 0; l D 1; : : : ;M.n/:
(13)
The number of nonzero coordinates in any extremal vector of form .13/ is at most
n C 1. Furthermore; the set of extremal vectors of the form zl;3.2/ is empty.
Proof. Let z D .t; u; v;w/ satisfy (12). Equate the coefficient of xi in (12) to deduce
that the ith coordinate of the vector zV is equal to 0. Hence zV D 0. Similarly,
zV D 0 implies identity (12). The Farkas–Minkowski–Weyl theorem [13, 7.2] yields
that the cone zV D 0; z > 0, is finitely generated. First we divide the extremal vec-
tors z D .t; u; v;w/ to two sets: v D 0 and v =D 0. The subset with v D 0 corresponds
to the set fzl;1.n/; l D 1; : : : ;M1.n/g. We normalize the second set of extremal vec-
tors by letting v D 1. We divide the second set to the subsets determined by w D 0
and w =D 0, which corresponds to the last two sets of extremal vectors in .13/. Note
that the set zl;2.n/; l D 1; : : : ;M2.n/, contains an extremal vector  D .0; u; 1; 0/,
where uhni D 1 and all other coordinates of u are equal to 0. Hence the extremal
vector zl;3.n/ satisfies the condition ulhni D 0 for l D 1; : : : ;M.n/.
Let z be an extremal ray of the cone zV D 0; z > 0. Assume that z has exactly
p nonvanishing coordinates. Let OV be a p  n submatrix of V corresponding to the
nonzero elements of z. Let wV D 0 and assume that wi D 0 if zi D 0. Then the
nonzero coordinates of w satisfy n equations. As z is an extremal ray, it follows
that w D z for some  2 R. Hence the n columns of OV span p − 1 dimensional
subspace, i.e. rank OV D p − 1 6 n.
Consider an extremal vector zl;3.n/. By the definition vl.n/ D 1, wl.n/ =D 0
and ulhni.n/ D 0. Use (12) to deduce that ul.n/ =D 0. Assume now that n D 2. Since
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zl;3.2/ has at most three nonzero coordinates, we deduce that each vector ul.2/; vl.2/
D 1; wl has exactly one nonzero coordinate and t l .2/ D 0. As ulh2i.2/ D 0, Eq. (12)
cannot hold. 
Lemma 4. Let n > 1 and a VD .aI /Ihni;16jI j be a given vector. Define
K.a/ VD fx 2 Rn>V xTI U 6 aI ; I  hni; 0 < jI j < n; xThniU D ahnig:
Assume that K.a/ is nonempty. Define
K 0.a/ VD fy 2 Rn>V 9x 2 K.a/; y 6 xg:
Then K 0.a/ is a polyhedral set given by .50/; .30/ and .300/ with y D 0.
Proof. Farkas lemma yields that y 2 K 0.a/ iff (11) holds, where c is defined in
.100/. Assume first that y 2 K 0.a/. Then .50/ and .30/ hold. The system zV D 0
is equivalent to .t; u/U D ve C w, where U is the matrix representing system (9).
Hence
zcT D.t; u/bT − vahni − wyT
D.t; u/bT − vahni − ..t; u/U − ve/yT
D.t; u/.bT − UyT/ C v.eyT − ahni/; (14)
zcT DuaT − vahni − wyT:
Use (11) and the second equality of (14) for the vectors zl;3.n/; l D 1; : : : ;M.n/;
to deduce .300/.
Assume now that y satisfies .50/ and .30/ and .300/. Observe that .50/ and .30/ are
equivalent to bT > UyT. We claim that (11) holds. Suppose first that z D .t; u; 0; w/
> 0. From the last part of the first equality (14) we deduce that zcT > 0. Assume
next that z D .t; u; 1; 0/. Choose y 2 K.a/. Clearly, y 2 K 0.a/. Then (11) holds for
this particular choice of y. Use the second equality of (14) to get uaT − vahni > 0.
Thus, it is enough to prove (11) for the extreme points of the cone zV D 0; z > 0, of
the third type zl;3.n/; l D 1; : : : ;M.n/. These are exactly the conditions .300/. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume condition (b) of Theorem 1. Let QA0 VD PmjD1 Aj
and Q0 be the eigenvalue vector of QA0. Then Lemma 1 yields Q0 > 0. Use Klyachko
theorem and Lemma 4 to deduce conditions (a) of Theorem 1.
Assume conditions (a) of Theorem 1. Lemma 4 implies the existence of Q0 2
K.a/ such that 0 6 Q0. Lemma 2 yields condition (b) of Theorem 1. 
3. The cases n D 2; 3
Let n > 1 and a VD .aI /Ihni;16jI j be a given vector. Let
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OK.a/ VD fx 2 Rn>V xTI U 6 aI ; I  hni; 0 < jI j 6 ng:
Lemma 4 yields that K 0.a/ is obtained from OK.a/ by introducing the additional
inequalities .300/. Hence
K 0.a/  OK.a/:
Lemma 3 yields:
Corollary 1. Let n D 2 and assume that a VD .aI /Ih2i;16jI j be a given vector. Then
K 0.a/ D OK.a/.
We believe that for n > 2 there exists a vector a such that K 0.a/ is strictly con-
tained in OK.a/.
Proposition 1. Let n > 3 and assume that I and J be two proper subsets of hni
such that
I [ J D hni; I \ J D fig; 1 6 i 6 n:
Then the identity
xI C xJ D xhni C xi
corresponds to an extremal ray zl;3.n/ D .0; ul.n/; 1; wl.n//; where ul.n/ has only
two nonzero coordinates and w has only one nonzero coordinate. Furthermore; the
corresponding inequality .300/ is given by
0i 6 −ahni C aI C aJ : (3IJ )
Proof. As in Lemma 3, the identity xI C xJ D xhni C xi corresponds to a nonneg-
ative solution z D .t; u; v;w/ of the system zV D 0. Here t D 0, u has exactly two
nonzero components uI D uJ D 1, v D 1 and w has exactly one nonzero component
wi D 1. It is left to show that z is an extremal ray of the cone QzV D 0. This claim
is equivalent to the statement that the corresponding 4  n matrix OV , which appears
in the proof of Lemma 3, has rank 3. Without the loss of generality we may assume
that i D 2; f1; 2g  I; f2; 3g  J . It is enough to show that the 4  3 submatrix QV ,
composed of the first three columns of OV , has rank 3. That is, one may assume
that n D 3 and a straightforward calculation shows that rank OV D 3. Therefore, z is
an extremal ray of the form zl;3.n/. Use this extremal ray zl;3.n/ in .300/ to obtain
.3IJ /. 
We believe that for any n > 3 there exists a vector a such that at least one of
the inequalities of the form .3IJ / does not follow from .50/ and .30/. On the other
hand, for some vectors a it is possible that K 0.a/ D OK.a/. To give a necessary and
sufficient condition for this equality we need the following notion.
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Let P  Rn be a polyhedral set. Then P D Q C C, where Q is a polytope and
C is a polyhedral cone [13, Section 7.2]. The extreme points of P are the extreme
points of Q. An extreme point y of P is called maximal if
x 2 P; x > y ) x D y:
Proposition 2. Let n > 2 and assume that a VD .aI /Ih2i;16jI j be a given vector.
Then K 0.a/ D OK.a/ if and only if every maximal extremal point y of OK.a/ satisfies
yThniU D ahni:
Proof. Let y be a maximal extremal point of K 0.a/. The definition of K 0.a/ implies
the existence of x 2 K.a/ such that x > y. As K.a/  K 0.a/ the maximality of y
yields that y D x 2 K.a/. Hence yThniU D ahni. Assume that OK.a/ D K 0.a/. Then
any maximal extremal point y of OK.a/ satisfies yThniU D ahni.
Assume now that any maximal extremal point y of OK.a/ satisfies yThniU D ahni.
Denote by E the finite set of maximal extremal points of OK.a/. Clearly, E  K.a/.
For w D .w1; : : : ; wn/ 2 Rn, let fw be the linear function
fw.x/ D
nX
iD1
wixi; x 2 Rn:
Assume that each coordinate of w is positive. As the coordinates of each vector
x 2 OK.a/ is bounded above by af1g, it follows that fw is bounded from above on
OK.a/. Hence fw achieves its maximum on OK.a/ at some extremal point y of OK.a/.
As wi > 0; i D 1; : : : ; n, it follows that y is a maximal extremal point. Hence
max
x2 OK.a/
fw.x/ D max
y2E fw.y/ D maxx2K.a/ fw.x/:
The continuity argument yields that the above equality remains valid if w > 0. Let
.t l.n/; ul.n/; 1; wl.n// be one of the nonnegative vectors given in .13/. Then
max
x2 OK.a/
fwl.n/.x/ D max
y2E fwl.n/.y/ D maxx2K.a/ fwl.n/.x/:
As K.a/  K 0.a/, Lemma 4 yields that
max
x2K.a/
fwl.n/.x/ 6 −ahni C
X
Ihni;0<jI j<n
ulI aI :
Hence every vector 0 2 OK.a/ satisfies .300/, which implies that OK.a/ D K 0.a/. 
Proposition 3. Let 1 and 2 be any two vectors in R3>. Let .aI /Ih3i be defined by
.6/. Then OK.a/ D K 0.a/.
Proof. By subtracting the vector .i3; 
i
3; 
i
3/ from 
i for i D 1; 2 it is enough to
consider the case
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1 D .1; 2; 0/; 2 D .1; 2; 0/:
Furthermore, we assume the generic case
1 > 2 > 0;
1 > 2 > 0;
1 =D 1;
1 C 2 > 2 C 1:
The results of Horn [8] yield:
af1g D 1 C 1;
af2g D min.1 C 2; 2 C 1/ D 2 C 1;
af3g D min.1; 1; 2 C 2/;
af1;2g D 1 C 2 C 1 C 2;
af1;3g D min.1 C 1 C 2; 1 C 2 C 1/;
af2;3g D min.2 C 1 C 2; 1 C 2 C 2; 1 C 1/;
ah3i D 1 C 2 C 1 C 2:
Assume to the contrary that there exists a maximal extremal point y D .y1; y2; y3/
2 OK.a/ such that
y1 C y2 C y3 < ah3i: (15)
As y is an extreme point it means that its coordinate satisfies at least three equalities
out of six inequalites in .50/ and the two inequalities y1 > y2 > y3. The maximality
of y implies that the values of the coordinates of y cannot be increased (subject to
y1 > y2 > y3) without violating one of the inequalities in .50/. Hence yTI U D aI at
least for some strict subset I of h3i. Suppose first that jI j D 1. That is yi D afig for
some i 2 T1; 3U.
Let i D 1. That is the condition
(a) y1 D af1g D 1 C 1
holds. Clearly
af1g C af2;3g > ah3i:
Hence the condition
(b) y2 C y3 D af2;3g
does not hold. Therefore y2 satisfies one of the following conditions:
(c) y2 D af2g D 2 C 1,
(d) y1 C y2 D af1;2g.
Furthermore, y3 satisfies one of the following conditions:
(e) y3 D y2,
(f) y3 D af3g,
(g) y1 C y3 D af1;3g.
A straightforward analysis shows that in each of these six cases condition (15) is
violated. In what follows, we assume that (a) does not hold.
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Let i D 2, i.e. (c) holds. Clearly,
af2g > af3g; af2g C af1;3g > ah3i:
Hence (e) and (g) do not hold. Since y is a maximal extremal point (d) holds. That
is y1 D 1 C 2. As af1;2g D ah3i (15) yields that y3 < 0. Hence neither (b) or (f)
hold. Thus y is not an extremal point, contrary to our assumption. In what follows,
we assume that neither (a) nor (c) are satisfied.
Let i D 3, i.e. (f) holds. Clearly
af1;2g C af3g > ah3i:
Hence (d) does not hold. Therefore (g) holds. Furthermore, either (b) holds or
(h) y2 D y1.
Clearly, (g) and (h) give the contradictory inequality af1;3g 6 af2;3g. A straightfor-
ward analysis shows that conditions (g) and (b) violate condition (15). In what fol-
lows we assume that none of (a), (c) and (f) hold. Let jI j D 2.
Suppose first that (d) holds. As af1;2g D ah3i, to condradict (15) it is enough
to show that y3 is nonnegative. As y1 < 1 C 1 we deduce that y2 > 2 C 2.
If y3 D y2, then y3 > 0. If (g) holds, then y3 > 0. Suppose now that (b) holds.
Since we assumed y2 < af2g D 2 C 1, it follows that the minimal y3 is achieved
when (h) holds. But the assumption y2 D af1;2g=2 yields the contradictory inequality
y2 > 2 C 1. Hence (d) does not hold.
Assume now that (g) holds. As af1;3g > af2;3g we cannot have the equality y1 D
y2 D y3. Hence either (b) or (h) hold. Assume first that (b) holds. The above argu-
ment shows that y1 > y2. Hence (e) holds. Clearly y2 D y3 D af2;3g=2 < af3g. As
2af3g < 1 C 1 we obtain that min.1; 1/ > 2 C 2. A straightforward analysis
shows that conditions (g) and (b) violate condition (15). Hence (g) does not hold.
Assume finally that only (b) holds. The only way to determine y is to have the
equalities y1 D y2 D y3. As we can increase y1 this extremal point is not maximal.
The proof of the proposition is completed. 
Corollary 2. Assume that n D 2; 3. Let A1; A2 be any n  n Hermitian matrices
with eigenvalue vectors 1; 2; respectively. Let faI gIhni be defined by .6/. Then
there exists an n  n Hermitian matrix A0 with the eigenvalue vector 0 satisfying
A0 6 A1 C A2 if and only if inequalities .50/ and .30/ hold.
It is an open problem whether Corollary 2 is valid for all n or not. Furthermore, is
the analog of Corollary 2 true for any n and any m > 2?
4. Convoy principle
Let H be a separable Hilbert space with an inner product hu; vi 2 C for u; v 2
H. Let A VH!H be a linear, bounded, selfadjoint operator. Let V H be
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an n-dimensional subspace. Pick an orthonormal basis f1; : : : ; fn 2 V . Denote by
A.f1; : : : ; fn/ 2Hn the n  n matrix whose .i; j/ entry is hAfi; fj i. Let
1.A; V / > 2.A; V / >    > n.A; V /
be the n eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix .hAfi; fj i/n1. Clearly, the above eigen-
values do not depend on a particular choice of an orthonormal basis f1; : : : ; fn of V.
We now recall the convoy principle, e.g. [4].
Lemma 5. Let A VH!H be a bounded; linear; selfadjoint; nonnegative; com-
pact operator with the eigenvalue sequence fig1iD1. Let n > k > 1 be any integers.
Assume that V H is any n-dimensional subspace. Then k.A; V / 6 k and this
inequality is sharp.
Proof. Choose an orthonormal basis f1; : : : ; fn of V so that .hAfi; fj i/n1 is the di-
agonal matrix diag.1.A; V /; : : : ; n.A; V //. Let f D PkiD1 ifi =D 0 be such thathf; eii D 0; i D 1; : : : ; k − 1, where feig11 is an orthonormal basis of H given in
(7). Deduce from (7) and from the choice of f1; : : : ; fn that
k.A; V / 6
hAf; f i
hf; f i 6 k:
For V D span.e1; : : : ; en/ we obtain that k.A; V / D k . 
The Completion Problem. Let 0; : : : ; m 2 Rn> be given. Find 0; : : : ; m 2 Rl>
for some l > 1 with the following properties:
(a) Each row vector .j ; j / belongs to RnCl> for j D 0; : : : ;m.
(b) There exists Aj 2HnCl such that .j ; j / is its eigenvalue vector for j D
0; : : : ;m and A0 D PmjD1 Aj .
Proposition 4. Assume that the Completion Problem is solvable. Then .50/; .30/
and .300/ hold.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that A0 D diag.01; : : : ; 0n; 01 ; : : : ; 0l /.
Let Bj be the principal submatrix of Aj corresponding to the first n row and col-
umns for j D 0; : : : ;m. Clearly, B0 D PmjD1 Bj and 0 D .B0/. The convoy prin-
ciple yields .Bj / 6 j ; j D 1; : : : ;m. Remark 2 implies the existence of Cj 2Hn
such that .Cj / D j and Cj > Bj for j D 1; : : : ;m. Hence B0 6 PmjD1 Cj and
.50/; .30/ and .300/ follow from Theorem 1. 
It is an open problem if conditions .50/; .30/ and .300/ imply always the solvability
of the Completion Problem. We refer to [3, Section 3.7] for a related completion
problem.
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Proof (b) ) (a) in Theorem 2. Denote by .50n/; .30n/ and .300n/; inequalities .50/;
.30/ and .300/; respectively. Assume that feig1iD1 is an orthonormal basis ofH so that
A0ei D 0i ei ; i > 0; i D 1; : : :
Let Vn VD span.e1; : : : ; en/ and set
Bk VD .hAkei; ej i/n1 2Hn; k D 0; : : : ;m:
The assumption A0 6
Pm
kD1 Aj yields B0 6
Pm
kD1 Bj . Recall that the eigenvalue
vector of Bj is .Bj / VD .1.Aj ; Vn/; : : : ; n.Aj ; Vn// for j D 0; : : : ;m. Note that
the choice of Vn yields that i.A0; Vn/ D 0i ; i D 1; : : : ; n. Use Lemma 5 for up-
per estimates of fi.Aj ; Vn/gn1 to deduce that j VD .j1; : : : ; jn/ > .Bj / for j D
1; : : : ;m. Remark 2 yields the existence of Cj 2Hn, with the eigenvalue vector j ,
such that Cj > Bj for j D 1; : : : ;m. Hence B0 6 PmjD1 Cj . Theorem 1 yields part
(a) of Theorem 2. 
We defer the proof of the implication (a) ) (b) to the next section. To show that
Theorem 3 is a simple corollary of Theorem 2 we need the following well-known
lemma [12, Theorem VI.18].
Lemma 6. Let A VH!H be a linear; bounded; selfadjoint; nonnegative; com-
pact operator given by .7/. Then A is in trace class iff for some orthonormal basis
ffig11 the nonnegative series
P1
iD1hAfi; fii converges. Furthermore; if A is in the
trace class; then
1X
iD1
hAfi; fii D
1X
iD1
i :
Proof of Theorem 3. We assume the validity of Theorem 2.
(a) ) (b). Theorem 2 yields the existence of A0; : : : ; Am selfadjoint, nonnegative,
compact operators with the prescribed eigenvalue sequences so that A0 6
Pm
jD1 Aj .
Assumption (8) yields that A0; : : : ; Am are in the trace class. Let A VD PmjD1 Aj −
A0. Then A is a selfadjoint, nonnegative, compact operator. Lemma 6 yields that A
is in the trace class. Then (8) implies that trace A D 0, and hence A D 0.
(b) ) (a). Theorem 2 yields .50n/; .30n/ and .300n/; n D 1; : : : As A0; : : : ; Am are
in the trace class and A0 D PmjD1 Aj , Lemma 6 yields (8). 
5. Completion of the proof of Theorem 2
Recall that kxk VD phx; xi is the standard norm onH induced by its inner pro-
duct. Let AVH!H be a linear, bounded, selfadjoint operator. Let kAkVD supkxk61
kAxk be the norm of A. Then, for any n-dimensional subspace V H we have that
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ji.A; V /j 6 kAk; i D 1; : : : ; n:
Let
k.A;H/ VD sup
V H;dim V Dk
k.A; V /; k D 1; : : :
For a nonnegative compact A of form (7) Lemma 5 yields that
k.A;H/ D k; k D 1; : : :
Lemma 7. Let A VH!H be a linear; bounded; selfadjoint operator. Then the
sequence fi.A;H/g11 is a nonincreasing sequence which lies in T−kAk; kAkU. Letffig11 be any orthonormal basis in H. Set Vn D span.f1; : : : ; fn/ for n D 1; : : :
Then the sequence fk.A; Vn/g1nDk is an increasing sequence which converges to
k.A;H/ for each k D 1; 2; : : :
Proof. Fix a complete flag
W1  W2      Wi     ; dim Wi D i; i D 1; : : : ;
of subspaces inH. Then the convoy principle for matrices yields that
i.A;WiC1/ > i.A;Wi/ > iC1.A;WiC1/; i D 1; 2; : : :
(These inequalities are natural extensions of the Cauchy interlacing inequalites for
matrices.) Hence the sequence fi.A;H/g11 is a nonincreasing sequence which lies
in T−kAk; kAkU. Furthermore, we obtain that fk.A; Vn/g1nDk is a nondecreasing se-
quence. From the definition of k.A;H/ we immediately deduce that
k.A; Vn/ 6 k.A;H/; n D k; k C 1; : : :
Let
Qk VD lim
n!1 k.A; Vn/; k D 1; : : :
Hence Qk 6 k.A;H/; k D 1; : : : We claim that for any k-dimensional subspace
W H:
Qk > k.A;W/:
Assume that g1; : : : ; gk is an orthonormal basis in W so that the matrix .hAgi; gj i/k1
is the diagonal matrix diag.1.A;W/; : : : ; k.A;W//. Let Pn VH! Vn be the or-
thogonal projection on Vn. That is
Pnx D
nX
iD1
hx; fiifi :
Then limn!1 Pnx D x for every x 2H, i.e. Pn converges in the strong topology.
Hence, for n > N , say, Png1; : : : ; Pngk are linearly independent. Let g1;n; : : : ; gk;n 2
Vn be the k-orthonormal vectors obtained from Png1; : : : ; Pngn using the Gram–
Schmidt process. Then
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lim
n!1 gi;n D gi; i D 1; : : : ; k:
Hence the matrix .hAgi;n; gj;ni/ki;jD1 converges to diag.1.A;W/; : : : ; k.A;W//.
Let Wn D span.g1;n; : : : ; gk;n/. Then
lim
n!1 k.A;Wn/ D k.A;W/:
As Wn  Vn the convoy principle implies
k.A;Wn/ 6 k.A; Vn/ 6 Qk:
Hence
k.A;W/ 6 Qk ) k.A;H/ 6 Qk ) k.A;H/ D Qk: 
Let A satisfy the assumption of Lemma 7. Denote by .A/ the spectrum of A.
Then .A/ is a compact set located in the closed interval T−kAk; kAkU. Recall the
spectral decomposition of A:
A D
Z
T−kAk−1;kAkC1U
x dE.x/:
Here E.x/; x 2 R; 0 6 E.x/ 6 I , is the resolution of the identity of commuting in-
creasing family of orthogonal projections induced by A, which is continuous from the
right. Furthermore, E.−kAk − 0/ D 0 and E.kAk C 0/ D I . Consult for example
with the classical book [1] or a modern book [12]. Note that
I D
Z
T−kAk−1;kAkC1U
dE.x/:
For a measurable set T  R denote by P.A; T / the spectral projection of A on T:
P.A; T / VD
Z
T
dE.x/:
We let dim P.A; T / be the dimension of the closed subspace P.A; T /H. Note
that 0 6 dim P.A; T / 6 1. Observe that dim P.A; .a; b// is finite and positive iff
.A/ \ .a; b/ consists of a finite number of eigenvalues of A, each one with a finite
dimensional eigenspace. We say that .A/ is the first accumulation point of the
spectrum of A if
dim P.A; ..A/ C ;1// < 1; dim P...A/ − ;1// D 1
for every positive . .A/ must be either a point of the continuous spectrum or a
point spectrum with an infinite corresponding eigenspace. (It is a maximal point in
.A/ with this property.)
Lemma 8. Let A VH!H be a linear; bounded; selfadjoint operator. Then the
nonincreasing sequence fi.A;H/g11 converges to .A/.
Proof. Suppose first that dim P.A; .a; b// > 0. Let
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A.a; b/ VD
Z
.a;b/
x dE.x/:
Then
a 6 hAx; xihx; xi 6 b; 0 =D x 2 P.A; .a; b//H:
Let  > 0. Let f1; : : : ; fk−1 be an orthonormal basis of V D P.A; ..A/ C ;1//
H. (If k D 1; then V D 0.) Hence V ? D P.A; .−1; .A/ C U/H. Let W H
be any subspace of dimension k. Then V ? \ W contains a nonzero vector x 2 P.A;
.−1; .A/ C U/H. The convoy principle and the above observation yield that
k.A;W/ 6 .A/ C :
Hence
k.A;H/ 6 .A/ C :
Recall that U VD P.A; ..A/ − ;1//H is infinite dimensional. Let W  U , dim
W D l. Then the convoy principle and the above observation yield that
l.A;W/ > .A/ − :
Hence l.A;H/ > .A/ − . This inequality holds for any l. Hence
lim
l!1 l.A;H/ > .A/ − :
Since  was an arbitrary positive number we deduce the lemma. 
Corollary 3. Let A VH!H be a linear; bounded; selfadjoint; nonnegative op-
erator. Then A is compact iff the nonincreasing sequence fi.A;H/g11 converges
to 0.
Proof of (a) ) (b) in Theorem 2. Fix an orthonormal basis feig1iD1 ofH. Assume
condition (a) of Theorem 2. Theorem 1 yields the existence of .m C 1/ n  n He-
rmitian (real symmetric) matrices Bj;n; j D 0; : : : ;m with the eigenvalues fji gniD1;
j D 0; : : : ;m; respectively, such that B0;n 6 PmjD1 Bj;n. Note that any entry of the
matrix Bj;n is bounded in absolute value by j1. Moreover, we assume that B0;n D
diag.01; : : : ; 
0
n/. Define nonnegative, compact operators with finite dimensional
range by infinite block diagonal matrix Aj;n VDdiag.Bj;n; 0/ in the orthonormal
basis feig11 for j D 0; : : : ;m. We still have the inequality A0;n 6
Pm
jD1 Aj;n. The
first n eigenvalues of Aj;n are fji gniD1 while other eigenvalues are 0. As the entry
of each matrix Bj;n is uniformly bounded, there exists a subsequence nl ! 1 so
that each .p; q/ entry of Aj;nl converges to a complex number apq;j as l ! 1.
We claim that each infinite Hermitian matrix Cj VD .apq;j /1p;qD1 represents a linear,
bounded, selfadjoint and nonnegative operator. This trivially holds for C0, which is
an infinite diagonal matrix diag.01; : : :/: Since any principal submatrix of Aj;n is
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nonnegative and its norm is bounded above by j1, each principal submatrix of Cj
is nonnegative and its norm is bounded above by j1. Ref. [1, Section 26] yields that
C1; : : : ; Cm represent linear, bounded, selfadjoint and nonnegative operators. Let
Vk Dspan.e1; : : : ; ek/. From the definition of C1; : : : ; Ck we deduce
i.Cj ; Vk/ 6 ji ; i D 1; : : : ; k:
Lemma 7 yields that
i.Cj ;H/ 6 ji ; i D 1; : : : ; j D 1; : : : ;m:
Corollary to Lemma 8 yields that C1; : : : ; Cm are compact. As any principal subma-
trix of A0;n is majorized by the corresponding sum of submatrices Aj;n; j D
1; : : : ;m, we deduce that any principal submatrix of C0 is majorized by the cor-
responding sum of submatrices of Cj ; j D 1; : : : ;m. Hence C0 6 PmjD1 Cj . Let
Cjei;j D i.Cj ;H/ei;j ; i D 1; : : : ;
be eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of Cj such that fei;j g1iD1 is an orthonormal basis
ofH. Let A0 D C0 and define Aj by the equality
Ajei;j D ji ei;j ; i D 1; : : : ; j D 1; : : : ;m:
Then each Aj > Cj ; j D 1; : : : ;m and part (b) of Theorem 2 follows. 
Note added in proof
In the paper in this issue Fulton [15] shows that the inequalities (300) in Theorem 1
are superfluous. Similarly the conditions (300) are not needed in Theorems 2 and 3.
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